AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCKS

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR THE GARMIN AERA SERIES
Fits the aera 500 GPS like a glove. Replaces the 496 Panel Dock without modifying the panel. Installs easily in a standard 6.25” opening. Allows quick and easy removal of your portable GPS. Includes an integrated actuator for the power button. Gives your instrument panel a professional, finished look.
P/N 11-04315 ...........................................$22.85

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR GARMIN 695/696
Secures mounts the Garmin GPSMap 695/696. Designed to allow quick and easy removal of your portable GPS. Made from durable, high quality plastic similar in appearance to the GPS itself. Gives your instrument panel a professional, finished look.

Garmin 695/696 Panel Dock ...........................................P/N 11-08321 $116.75

AIRGIZMOS GARMIN AERA AND 696 GXM-40 ANTENNA AERO DOCK
Here is the perfect companion to your new Garmin 696 or Aera 600 and the AirGizmos Panel Dock. Now you can move the XM antenna from plane to plane, or from vehicle to vehicle.
P/N 11-11289 ...........................................$72.50

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR GARMIN 196/296/396/495/496
Designed to securely hold your Garmin 196, 296, 396, or 496 portable GPS. It fits nicely in a standard 6.25” avionics stack. Allows you to quickly remove your portable GPS from your plane for upgrades, flight planning, or for use in your car or boat. The Panel Dock is shipped with a set of mounting hardware necessary for attaching it to an avionics stack.
P/N 11-03509 ...........................................$89.95

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR GARMIN 295
The Garmin 295 is held safely and securely, but can be easily removed in a matter of seconds. The external power and antenna connections are made at the back of the unit, and the cables are secured from falling into the panel with special keyholes machined into the dock.
P/N 11-04315 ...........................................$89.95

AIRGIZMOS GARMIN HORIZONTAL PANEL DOCK ANGLE ADAPTER
The Vertical Tilt Adapter angles the viewing angle of the GPS so it is more readable when the GPS is mounted at the bottom of a tall instrument panel. This adapter fits the same opening as the Panel Dock itself, so adding the vertical tilt should be very easy for existing installations. Requires P/N 11-03509.
P/N 11-05029 ...........................................$24.95

AIRGIZMOS HORIZONTAL TILT ADAPTER FOR GARMIN UNITS
AirGizmos Horizontal Tilt Bracket angles the GPS at a fixed angle of 15 degrees, providing a much more convenient viewing angle. This adapter fits in the same panel cutout as the Panel Dock, so if you already have a Panel Dock you can attach this adapter without having to modify your installation. Requires P/N 11-03509.
P/N 11-03509 ...........................................$22.85

AIRGIZMOS 396 XM ANTENNA DOCK
Now you can move the XM antenna from plane to plane, or from vehicle to vehicle. It is designed to mobilize your costly 496 XM antenna. Using a simple twist & lock mechanism (no tools required) the base will lock your antenna into the preinstalled cradle, and your 396 XM antenna is ready to go!

P/N 11-04694 ...........................................$74.95

AIRGIZMOS PREMIUM BEANBAG XM 396 & 496 ANTENNA MOUNT
Designed to mobilize your costly 496 XM antenna. It helps to maintain the clean look of a permanent installation by organizing the antenna cable. Package includes: base, cradle, beanbag assembly, and two cables.
P/N 11-08310 ...........................................$75.00

AIRGIZMOS 396 & 496 XM CRADLE & CABLE
This product will allow you to use the AirGizmos XM Antenna Dock in a second vehicle or aircraft. Use of this product requires that you first purchase the AirGizmos XM antenna Dock.
P/N 11-04783 ...........................................$38.95

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK COVER FOR GARMIN 196/296/396/496
This panel is for Garmin panel dock for models 196/296/396/496. Protects unit from UV rays and hides unit in the aircraft so that it is less likely to happen. Can be used even if Garmin unit has not been installed yet.
P/N 11-04775 ...........................................$18.65

AIRGIZMOS IPAD MINI PANEL DOCK
Mount your iPad mini securely in the instrument panel while still allowing it to be easily removed when you are not flying. The iPad mini Panel Dock is designed to work with the existing Angle Adapter. Radio stack compatible at 8.0”H x 6.25”W x 1.25” D / 4.4 ounces. Designed to be easily snapped into the Panel Dock with either the standard battery or the extended battery attached to the GPS.
P/N 11-11460 ...........................................$116.95

AIRGIZMOS AV8OR PANEL DOCK
Securely mounts Bendix/King AV8OR GPS. Installs easily in a standard 6.25” opening. Designed to allow quick and easy removal of your portable GPS. Includes right angle extension cable for weather antenna. Gives instrument panel a professional, finished look.

Width: 6.25” Height: 4.00” ...........................................$83.75

AIRGIZMOS AV8OR AICE PANEL DOCK
Designed to securely mount your AV8OR AICE in the panel, the AV8OR AICE Panel Dock is the perfect companion to this GPS from Bendix/King. Designed to match the styling of the rest of the avionics in your panel. It fits a standard 6.25” radio stack. The AV8OR AICE can be snapped into the Panel Dock with either the standard battery or the extended battery attached to the GPS.
P/N 11-08389 ...........................................$99.95

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR AVMAP EKP-IV
Now you can mount the beautiful, detailed display of the AvMap EKP-IV directly in your instrument panel using the AirGizmos EKP-IV Panel Dock. The AirGizmos EKP-IV Panel Dock is designed to hold the AvMap securely yet it allows you to easily remove your portable from your plane whenever the need arises. The AirGizmos EKP-IV Panel Dock offers easy installation, quick release, hard management of cables, and elegance of design.
P/N 11-04371 ...........................................$109.95

AIRGIZMOS GEOPILOT PANEL DOCK
This GPS has a nice large screen to go with it’s small size. Our Panel Dock is designed to hold the GeoPilot securely in your panel while allowing it to be easily removed for portable use. Made from durable, high quality plastic similar in appearance to the GPS itself. Gives your instrument panel a professional, finished look.
P/N 11-05615 ...........................................$96.95

AIRGIZMOS GEOPILOT II PLUS PANEL DOCK
Fits in a standard 6.25” radio stack. Power and antenna cables are organized and managed. The included WxWorx weather receiver bracket provides additional organization in the cockpit by providing a secure mount for the WxWorx Weather receiver box. Designed to be mounted horizontally or vertically.
P/N 11-10848 ...........................................$116.90

AIRGIZMOS PANEL DOCK FOR AIRMAP 1000/2000C
The cables supplied by Lowrance fit through keyhole slots on the back of the unit. The release latch at the top of the Panel Dock permits quick removal of the device if you are using another vehicle or simply for security purposes.
P/N 11-04372 ...........................................$109.95

AIRGIZMOS LOWRANCE 600 PANEL DOCK
Panel Dock will allow the AirMap 600c to be nicely mounted in your panel while still allowing it to be easily removed and used as a handheld. Made from durable, high quality plastic similar in appearance to the GPS itself. Gives your instrument panel a professional, finished look.
P/N 11-05616 ...........................................$62.95

AIRGIZMOS AERO COVER
Fits all of the major brands of GPS and XM weather antennas. It will protect your antenna from the elements. It is streamlined and attractive. Best of all, it gets your antenna out of your way.
P/N 11-04777 ...........................................$64.95

AIRGIZMOS XM ANTENNA CABLE
XM Antenna Cable. Straight, 2 meter extension for Garmin XM Weather Antenna
P/N 11-04787 ...........................................$13.95

AIRGIZMOS AERO DOCK
Gives you the option of mounting the antenna on the outside. Designed to mobilize your costly 396 XM antenna. It helps to maintain the clean look of a permanent installation by organizing the antenna cable. Freely move ONE XM antenna from one location to another, avoiding high costs of additional equipment and service subscription. Kit includes: 1 cradle, 1 base, 1 cable, mounting hardware.
P/N 11-04778 ...........................................$74.75
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